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Abstract--Ac motor drives are becoming increasingly popular 

in the field of industrial processes and transportation 

electrification. Currently, many industrial applications are based 

on induction machines supplied by inverters and controlled with 

field-oriented control techniques. Such techniques require the 

knowledge of the machine parameters to ensure the correctness of 

the torque control both in dynamic and steady-state conditions. In 

particular, an accurate determination of the induction motor rotor 

time constant is crucial. Therefore, this paper analyses in detail the 

physical phenomena involved during the flux-decay test used for 

the rotor time constant determination. The reported analysis has 

been performed on a 15 kW induction motor. The transient of the 

machine’s back-electromotive force (back-emf) has been critically 

analyzed during its evolution, finding a link between its evolution 

in time and the magnetic phenomena that occur both in the stator 

and the rotor. In particular, the effects due to the lamination 

saturation, the stator and rotor leakage inductances, and the stator 

iron losses have been associated with the transient evolution of the 

machine’s back-emf. 

 
Index Terms--Induction motor, rotor time constant, field-

oriented control, flux-decay test, no-load test. 

NOMENCLATURE 

𝑣123
𝑠 = [𝑣1

𝑠   𝑣2
𝑠   𝑣3

𝑠]  Stator voltages in phase coordinates (V); 

𝑣αβ
𝑠 = [𝑣α

𝑠  𝑣β
𝑠]    Stationary stator voltages (V); 

𝑖αβ
𝑠 = [𝑖α

𝑠   𝑖β
𝑠 ]    Stationary stator currents (A); 

𝑖αβ
𝑟 = [𝑖α

𝑟   𝑖β
𝑟]    Stationary rotor currents (A); 

𝑒αβ
𝑠 = [𝑒α

𝑠  𝑒β
𝑠]    Stationary stator back-emf (V); 

𝑒𝑠         Stator back-emf amplitude (V); 

fs         Stator frequency (Hz); 

fr         Rotor frequency (Hz); 

s         Motor slip; 

[TC]        Clarke transformation; 

Rs         Stator resistance (Ω); 

Rr         Rotor resistance (Ω); 

Ls         Stator inductance (H); 

Lr         Rotor inductance (H); 

Lm        Magnetizing inductance (H); 

Lls         Stator leakage inductance (H); 

Llr         Rotor leakage inductance (H); 

ωr         Rotor electric speed (rad/s); 

p         Motor pole pairs; 

τr         Rotor time constant (s); 

Rr,eq        Equivalent rotor resistance (Ω); 

 
The authors are with Dipartimento Energia “G. Ferraris”, Politecnico di Torino, 10129 Turin, Italy (eric.armando@polito.it, aldo.boglietti@polito.it, 

fabio.mandrile@polito.it, enrico.carpaneto@polito.it, and sandro.rubino@polito.it). 

 

τr,eq     Equivalent rotor time constant (s); 

Rir Equivalent rotor resistance due to the stator iron 

losses (Ω); 

𝐼0
𝑟      Initial rotor current vector amplitude (A); 

ϑ0
𝑟      Initial rotor current vector position (rad); 

Λ0
𝑟      Initial rotor flux linkage (Vs); 

ϑ0
𝑠      Initial stator voltage vector position (rad); 

Y, X0, τ    Variables for fitting the exponential profiles. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

ODERN ac motor drives are nowadays becoming ever 

more popular in several industrial sectors thanks to their 

high performance, reliability, and ruggedness. Many of these 

applications rely on induction machines supplied by inverters. 

The state-of-the-art about torque control of such machines is the 

well-known field-oriented control (FOC), which regulates the 

machine's torque by directly controlling the machine’s (dq) 

currents [1]. To do so, the FOC scheme requires the rotor flux 

angle to correctly orient the control reference system to the 

physical axes of the machine. 

In the literature and industrial practice, two FOC algorithms 

are mainly available. The first solution is the direct field-

oriented control (DFOC), which estimates the rotor flux vector 

by implementing either full-order or reduced-order observer 

starting from measured electrical (stator currents) and 

mechanical quantities (rotor speed) [2]. The second option is 

the indirect field-oriented control (IFOC), which indirectly 

calculates the rotor flux orientation using only the measured 

rotor speed and the estimated slip frequency from the reference 

(dq) stator currents. The IFOC allows a more straightforward 

sensing technique than the DFOC since it does not rely on 

observers and current feedback to obtain the rotor flux 

orientation. For this reason, the IFOC is the most commonly 

implemented solution in induction motor drives [2]. 

In general, FOC-based control schemes require an accurate 

estimation of the rotor time constant to accomplish proper 

torque regulation [3]. Therefore, an estimation error of the rotor 

time constant leads to the derating of the control performance 

[4]. The technical literature provides several approaches to 

estimating the rotor time constant of induction machines. 

Some methods are based on dedicated machine supply schemes 

(dc and ac) with transient tests and post-process analyses to 

evaluate the rotor time constant [5], [6]. Other methods are 
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executed while the machine is operated in closed-loop speed 

control, using dedicated control algorithms [7], Kalman 

estimators [8], [9], neural networks and fuzzy logic [10], [11], 

and model reference adaptive systems [12], [13], all involving 

a significant computational effort. 

This paper starts from the preliminary results presented in 

[14], [15], and it considers a straightforward experimental 

method based on the flux-decay test at no-load conditions. In 

this test, the machine is initially supplied with a certain stator 

voltage level to magnetize the rotor. Then, the machine supply 

is suddenly turned off, and the stator back-emf is measured. 

Finally, the rotor time constant is evaluated by analyzing the 

back-emf's decay. Despite being a straightforward method, 

identifying the time constant from the back-emf decay transient 

can present some challenges related to the design of the rotor of 

the induction machine.  

Therefore, the contribution of this paper is the detailed 

analysis of the physical phenomena involved in the flux-decay 

transient. In this analysis, the most significant phenomena 

involved in the flux-decay transients are analyzed for the first 

time and linked to the inner electromagnetic quantities of the 

induction machine. Moreover, several guidelines are provided 

to identify the correct time constant of the machine, which can 

then be employed for torque control in FOC algorithms, as 

demonstrated in [16]. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the flux-

decay test methodology is briefly summarized. Then, in Section 

III, the reference flux-decay waveforms considered in this paper 

are presented, as well as the fitting procedure to identify the 

rotor time constant. The core contributions of this paper are 

presented in Section IV, reporting a detailed analysis of the 

electromagnetic phenomena involved in the flux-decay test and 

the guidelines for elaborating the flux-decay test results. 

Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section V. 

II.  DESCRIPTION OF THE FLUX-DECAY TEST 

In the flux-decay test, the induction motor is initially 

supplied with the rated stator voltage and frequency and 

operated in no-load torque conditions. Then, the stator winding 

is disconnected from the supply using an electromechanical 

switch. During the test, it is only necessary to measure the stator 

voltages and record their evolution after the disconnection 

process. The voltage measurements can be performed using a 

calibrated data sample recorder and an experimental setup, as 

shown in Fig. 1. It must be pointed out that the variable three-

phase generator can be either a sinusoidal source or the target 

inverter for the electric drive. 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for performing the flux decay test.  

The flux-decay can be explained using the induction motor 

dynamic equations and by describing the electromagnetic 

phenomena involved in the machine. In detail, the evolution of 

the rotor currents during the flux-decay test can be obtained 

starting from the induction motor equations in the stationary 

(αβ) reference frame. Before the stator supply is disconnected, 

the machine’s equations can be written as [17]: 
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where (𝑣α
𝑠,𝑣β

𝑠), (𝑖α
𝑠 ,𝑖β

𝑠), and (𝑖α
𝑟 , 𝑖β

𝑟) are the (αβ) components of 

the stator voltages, stator currents, and rotor currents, 

respectively; Rs and Rr stand for the stator- and rotor- 

resistances, respectively; Ls, Lr, and Lm stand for the stator-, 

rotor-, and magnetizing- inductances, respectively. Finally, ωr 

is the rotor electric speed computed as pole pairs p times the 

mechanical one. 

When the stator winding is disconnected from the supply, the 

stator currents are set to zero with a dynamic for now assumed 

ideal for simplifying the analysis but better analyzed in the 

following sections. Therefore, the equation system ruling the 

machine becomes: 
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After the stator is disconnected from the supply, it is noted how 

the stator voltages correspond to the back-emf components (𝑒α
𝑠, 

𝑒β
𝑠) induced by the rotor currents, whose space-state equation 

system is computed as: 
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 (3) 

where τr is the rotor time constant computed as: 

 r r rL R =  (4) 

After performing some mathematical manipulations, the 

solutions of (3) are computed as in (5). 
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In (5), ϑ0
𝑟  is the position of the rotor current vector at the time 

instant in which the stator is disconnected from the supply (t = 

0). Since the rotor flux linkage cannot change discontinuously 

immediately after the stator shut-off, the amplitude of the rotor 

currents corresponds as follows: 

 0 0
r r

rI L=   (6) 

where Λ0
𝑟  is thus the value of the rotor flux linkage before and 

immediately after the stator shut-off. According to the dq model 

of the machine [16], this value only depends on the d-axis stator 

current injected in the motor immediately before the stator shut-

off. However, the d-axis current practically corresponds to the 

no-load current of the motor for the considered supply voltage 

level. In other words, the load condition of the motor before the 

stator shut-off does not affect the flux decay transient. 

By replacing (5), (6) in (2), the stator voltages, i.e., the 

machine’s back-emf components, are thus computed as: 
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where ϑ0
𝑠  is the position of the back-emf vector at the stator 

shut-off. Conversely, es is the amplitude of the machine’s back-

emf computed as: 
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After applying the inverse Clarke transformation [T], the 

stator voltages are thus computed in phase coordinates as: 
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According to (9), the time constant associated with the decay 

of the machine’s back-emf corresponds to the rotor time 

constant since the variations of the rotor speed are negligible 

while the decay transient happens. Hence, justifying the name 

“flux-decay test” and allowing its execution to evaluate the 

rotor time constant. However,  although the solutions above 

have been computed assuming the linearity of the equation 

system ruling the rotor currents (3), the following nonlinearities 

must be considered. 

• The magnetizing inductance Lm is not constant due to the 

saturation phenomena involving both the stator and rotor 

laminations [18], [19]. 

 

• The rotor leakage inductance Llr, from which the rotor 

one depends as Lr = Lm + Llr, is subjected to saturation 

phenomena of the rotor leakage fluxes if the rotor slots 

are closed [19] (see Fig. 2, where some examples of 

closed rotor slots are reported). Since the die-cast 

processes for manufacturing the rotor cages lead to 

closed rotor slots [20], it follows that the saturation 

phenomena involving the rotor leakage inductance are 

often present. In addition, it is highlighted how also the 

skin effect affects the value of Llr. 

• The rotor resistance Rr depends on the rotor temperature 

and is also affected by skin effect phenomena [18], [19]. 

For these reasons, the rotor time constant is not a constant 

parameter as it depends on the electromagnetic and thermal 

conditions of the machine. The primary source of variation 

consists of the skin effect. It is particularly significant when the 

rotor time constant is computed by measuring the rotor 

resistance and rotor leakage inductance with a standard locked-

rotor test. In this case, the rotor currents have the same 

frequency as the stator ones, thus maximizing the impact of the 

skin effect. Therefore, performing the flux-decay test allows 

getting the following advantages. 

• The rotor time constant can be measured at the rated flux 

linkage conditions, thus including the saturation of the 

jumpers when the rotor slots are of a closed shape. 

• Magnetic saturation phenomena involving the stator and 

rotor laminations are included. 

• The evaluation of the rotor time constant is not affected 

by the skin effect on the rotor slots, as it alters the values 

of both rotor resistance and rotor leakage inductance. 

• The flux-decay test can be performed at the rated 

machine temperature to obtain the rotor time constant at 

rated operating conditions. 

III.  REFERENCE FLUX-DECAY TEST 

A test has been performed on a 15 kW induction machine to 

discuss and analyze the flux-decay transient phenomena. The 

motor characteristics are reported in Appendix. The results of 

this test will be used as a reference in this paper.  

The measurement setup consists of the GEN2tB from HBM 

Gmbh, i.e., a high-performance data recorder and calibrated 

data acquisition system. Thanks to its high-voltage/high-speed 

acquisition channels (voltage card GN610B, 18 bit, 2 MS/s), 

GEN2tB allows the calibrated measurement of high voltage 

signals even under pulse-width modulation supply conditions. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Examples of closed rotor slots. 
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Fig. 3. Measured three-phase stator voltages at the machine terminals. 

 
Fig. 4. Envelope of the back-emf decay: voltage of phase 2 (blue) and back-

emf amplitude (red). 

The flux-decay test was executed at rated voltage, and the 

measured stator voltages after the stator supply is disconnected 

are shown in Fig. 3. From this test, the decay of the stator back-

emf caused by the decay of the machine rotor flux is well 

evident. The decay of the back-emf can be analyzed better by 

plotting the amplitude of the stator voltage vector, as shown in 

Fig. 4. This plot has been simply obtained by applying the 

Clarke transformation to the recorded samples of the stator 

voltages, leading to the computation of the machine’s back-emf 

in stationary (αβ) coordinates as in (10). 

 123
s s

Cv T v =     (10) 

The amplitude of the machine’s back-emf is thus computed as: 

 
2 2s s

se v v = +  (11) 

Starting from the results of the flux-decay test, the amplitude 

of the machine’s back-emf can be fitted using a first-order 

exponential function Y as: 

 0

t

Y X e
−

=   (12) 

where X0 is the initial value of the considered waveform, while 

τ is the time constant of the exponential function. 

 
Fig. 5. Measured envelope of the back-emf and fitting curve. 

 
Fig. 6. Stator voltage spikes at the machine terminals. 

The measured samples immediately after the stator shut-off 

directly obtain the initial condition X0. Then, a conventional 

spreadsheet can be used to compute the time constant of the 

exponential by minimizing the sum of the squares of the errors 

between the fitting exponential (12) and the experimental 

amplitude waveform. For the motor under test, this leads to the 

results shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the initial point is 

equal to the peak value of the rated voltage, while the computed 

rotor time constant τr is equal to 228 ms.  

According to the theory of the induction machine presented 

in Section II, the flux-decay is defined by a first-order time-

differential equation, thus leading to a single time constant. 

However, from the measured back-emf decay, it is well 

evident that there is an error between the measured amplitude 

and the fitting curve. This means that the rotor time constant 

cannot be considered constant during the flux-decay transient. 

In the following section, this discrepancy will be analyzed. In 

detail, the flux decay transient will be explained, describing 

how it is related to the physical phenomena that can influence 

the value of the rotor time constant. 

IV.  PHYSICAL PHENOMENA  INVOLVED IN THE  

FLUX-DECAY TRANSIENT 

It follows the description of the phenomena involved during 

the flux-decay transient. 
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A.  Stator voltage spikes 

Even though the voltage spikes have not been included in the 

data used for the time constant determination (see Fig. 3), it is 

important to analyze their origin. When the machine is 

connected to the voltage supply, stator currents are injected. 

Consequently, the stator leakage inductance is charged with 

magnetic energy. This energy has to go to zero when the switch 

is opened. As well known, the stator leakage inductances take 

into account the leakage fluxes of the stator. These fluxes are 

not magnetically coupled with the rotor. Therefore, when the 

stator current is interrupted, the rotor currents cannot support 

these fluxes. Consequently, the magnetic energy stored in the 

stator leakage inductance must be dissipated in heat and light 

produced by the voltage spikes, these last shown in Fig. 6. The 

stator voltage spikes are therefore unavoidable and are always 

present during the flux-decay test. 

B.  Rotor leakage inductance 

Looking at Fig. 7, it is well evident that in the early instants 

of the transient, the back-emf has a sharp reduction, put in 

evidence by the red circle. Therefore, the initial transient is 

completely separated from the subsequent one, represented by 

the first-order differential time-equation (12) instead. This 

behavior can be justified by looking at the involved physical 

phenomena. In detail, the reasons are found in the rotor leakage 

inductance Llr.  

The rotor current is very small when the motor operates at 

no-load conditions because the requested torque is due to friction 

and ventilation losses. In other words, the rotor can be 

considered at synchronous speed with a slip close to zero. 

Consequently, the rotor leakage inductances are uncharged. 

However, when the switch is opened, the rotor currents have to 

guarantee the continuity of the rotor flux linkage. Therefore, the 

rotor leakage inductances must be charged by absorbing energy 

from the main flux, leading to the subsequent reduction of the 

back-emf amplitude shown in Fig. 7. 

Since the first instants of the back-emf transient are 

decoupled from the subsequent ones, they should be neglected 

in determining the rotor time constant. Therefore, Fig. 8 shows 

the back-emf transient after ignoring the initial measurement 

data, leading to a computed rotor time constant of 263 ms 

instead of the previous value of 228 ms. Consequently, it is 

evident how using the first measured data significantly 

influences the value of the calculated rotor time constant. 

C.  Magnetic saturation and iron losses 

Even though Fig. 8 shows a good agreement between the 

measured value and the fitting curve, it is evident that the initial 

transient shows a different trend from the final one. These two 

parts can be separately fitted, as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, 

where the initial and the final transients are reported. The 

corresponding rotor time constants are 250 ms and 330 ms, 

respectively. This analysis shows that there is not a single time 

constant during the back-emf transient. Indeed, the time 

constant changes according to the machine flux. The reason can 

be found in the saturation of the stator and rotor laminations. 

Equation (4) defines the rotor time constant where the 

parameters Lr and Rr are variable for different reasons. 

 
Fig. 7. Magnification of the first instants of the flux-decay test. 

 
Fig. 8. Back-emf transient by neglecting the initial measurement data. 

The rotor resistance Rr depends on the rotor cage 

temperature, which is constant during the flux decay test. Also, 

Rr depends on the skin effect of the squirrel cage rotor. 

However, the rotor currents are unidirectional during the flux 

decay transient, as measured and discussed in [14]. As a 

consequence, the skin effect is negligible in the rotor slots. 

Nevertheless, it is important to point out that Rr does not 

represent only the rotor cage resistance and related Joule losses 

because the stator iron losses are present during the flux decay 

test. Because the rotor Joule losses depend on the rotor current, 

to consider the stator iron losses, an additional resistance Rir 

must be added in series to Rr, defining an equivalent rotor 

resistance Rr,eq as: 

 ,r eq r irR R R= +  (13) 

Therefore, the definition of the rotor time constant τr,eq can be 

modified as: 

 ,
m lr

r eq

r ir

L L

R R

+
 =

+
 (14) 

According to (14), the following considerations can be made: 

• The magnetizing inductance Lm is affected by magnetic 

saturation  because  of  the  variable  permeability  of  the 
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Fig. 9. Back-emf transient at the beginning of the flux-decay test. 

 
Fig. 10. Back-emf transient at the end of the flux-decay test. 

laminations. Consequently, during the flux-decay 

transient, the magnetizing inductance changes according 

to the saturation conditions of the laminations. 

• The rotor leakage inductance Llr is affected by skin 

effect phenomena like the rotor resistance, especially if 

considering squirrel-cage induction machines. However, 

as previously discussed, the skin effect can be neglected 

during the flux decay test. On the other hand, since the 

rotor slots are closed in squirrel cage rotors, the bridges 

closing the rotor slots are affected by saturation due to 

the rotor currents [19], making the rotor leakage 

inductance not constant. In any case, it is highlighted 

how the magnetizing inductance is much higher than the 

leakage one, regardless of the saturation conditions. 

Therefore, according to (14), the rotor time constant is 

mainly affected by the variations of the magnetizing 

inductance. 

TABLE I summarizes the obtained rotor time constant 

values. It is noted how the obtained values of the rotor time 

constants confirm the previous considerations. In fact, with the 

reduction of the back-emf, i.e., the machine flux, the lamination 

goes out from the saturation, thus increasing the magnetizing 

inductance with subsequent reduction of the equivalent rotor 

resistance in (13). 

TABLE I. ROTOR TIME CONSTANT VARIATION 

Transient interval Rotor time constant r (ms) 

Initial 250 

Total 263 

Final 330 

 
Fig. 11. Flux-decay results for a supply voltage of 100 V. 

A flux-decay test at a reduced voltage of 100 V has been 

performed to confirm the previous results further. Fig. 11 shows 

the obtained results, where a rotor time constant equal to 310 

ms has been computed, thus very close to the one obtained in 

the final transient (see TABLE I) at the rated voltage (see Fig. 

10 from 0.8 s onward). 

From a practical point of view, the rotor time constant 

obtained at rated supply conditions without including the time 

instants immediately after the stator shut-off represents the best 

compromise among the many values that this parameter can 

assume. Therefore, it is recommended to use this value when 

the torque control of the motor is performed by implementing 

FOC algorithms, as demonstrated in [16]. 

D.  Additional considerations 

From the accuracy point of view, the flux-decay test allows 

a more accurate determination if considering getting the rotor 

time constant from the typical no-load and locked-rotor tests. 

Indeed, the values of rotor resistance and rotor leakage 

inductance obtained from the results of the locked-rotor test are 

significantly affected by the skin effect. This consideration is 

justified by the fact that the locked-rotor test is performed at a 

given stator frequency fs that does not correspond to the 

operative frequency of the rotor fr since this depends on the slip 

s as follows: 

 r sf s f=   (15) 

Since the slip is very small in the effective machine’s operative 

condition (a few percent), the rotor frequency is also small, with 

a negligible impact caused by the skin effect. 

The motor has been tested in locked-rotor conditions in the 

frequency range of 2 Hz – 50 Hz to confirm the previous 

considerations. In addition, the no-load test has been performed 

to determine the magnetizing inductance Lm.  
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TABLE II. NO-LOAD AND LOCKED ROTOR TEST RESULTS AT  

VARIOUS SUPPLY FREQUENCIES 

Frequency (Hz) Lm (H) Llr (H) Rr (Ω) 

50 0.0351 0.00254 0.557 

40 0.0351 0.00267 0.488 

30 0.0351 0.00284 0.401 

20 0.0351 0.00307 0.302 

10 0.0351 0.00337 0.214 

5 0.0351 0.00372 0.176 

2 0.0351 0.00533 0.151 

0 (extrapolation) 0.0351 0.00680 0.132 

TABLE III. ROTOR TIME CONSTANT VALUES OBTAINED FROM THE  

NO-LOAD AND LOCKED ROTOR TESTS 

Frequency (Hz) 
Rotor time 

constant r (ms) 
Error (%) 

50 67.6 -62.3 

40 77.4 -59.2 

30 94.6 -53.7 

20 126.4 -43.6 

10 179.8 -26.6 

5 220.6 -13.5 

2 267.7 +1.5 

0 (extrapolation) 316.5 +16.9 

Flux decay test 263.0 - 

 
TABLE II summarizes the obtained results. TABLE III 

instead compares the rotor time constants computed using the 

results of the no-load and locked-rotor tests with the value of 

the rotor time constant obtained by performing the flux-decay 

test. Since the magnetizing inductance does not depend on the 

rotor frequency, its value has been considered constant. 

Fig. 12 shows the trend of the rotor time constant evaluated 

using the no-load and the locked-rotor tests as a function of the 

supply frequency, i.e., the rotor frequency according to (15) 

since s = 1 in locked-rotor conditions. As expected, the rotor 

time constant value computed at the rated stator frequency of 

50 Hz is wrong from the value obtained using the flux decay 

test. The error is higher than 60 %, confirming the influence of 

the skin effect on the rotor time constant. Conversely, the skin 

effect is not active when the motor is working in its operative 

conditions, i.e., when the rotor frequency is a few Hz. In 

particular, for the motor under test, the rated slip is equal to 

0.04, corresponding to a rotor frequency of 2 Hz.  

Therefore, considering the results of the locked-rotor test at 

the rated slip frequency of 2 Hz (see TABLE II), i.e., a rotor 

resistance of 151 mΩ and a rotor leakage inductance of 5.33 

mH, the computed rotor time constant is 267.7 ms. Since the 

rotor time constant computed when performing the flux decay 

test is 263 ms, the two values can be considered coincident (see 

Fig. 12). This result confirms the validity of the flux decay test, 

which can be considered the best approach for determining the 

rotor time constant to other approaches, particularly those based 

on the no-load and the locked rotor tests. 

Finally, it is noted how TABLE II and TABLE III also report 

the extrapolated values of rotor resistance Rr,0 and rotor leakage 

inductance Llr,0 for a null rotor frequency, obtained according 

to the experimental profiles shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. 

 
Fig. 12. Rotor time constant as a function of the frequency and comparison 

with the value obtained with the flux decay test. 

 
Fig. 13. Rotor resistance as a function of the frequency. 

 
Fig. 14. Rotor leakage inductance as a function of the frequency. 

This way, the equivalent rotor resistance Rr,eq considering the 

iron losses contribution Rir can be estimated as: 

 
,0
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 (16) 

By applying (16) and considering the rotor time constant values 

reported in TABLE I, the results reported in TABLE IV are 

obtained. 
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TABLE IV. ADDITIONAL ROTOR RESISTANCE DUE TO THE IRON LOSSES 

Transient 

interval 
r (ms) Rr,eq (mΩ) Rir (mΩ) 

Initial 250 167.6 35.2 

Total 263 159.3 26.9 

Final 330 127.0 -5.4 

 
It is noted how the results in TABLE IV confirm the 

previously reported considerations about iron losses (see 

subsection IV-C). Indeed, during the initial transient of the flux 

decay test, the iron losses significantly impact the actual rotor 

time constant, leading to an additional resistance of Rir = 35.2 

mΩ, a value of about 21 % of the overall equivalent rotor 

resistance Rr,eq = 167.6 mΩ. Conversely, considering the final 

transient of the flux decay test, the additional resistance is 

effectively insignificant due to the absence of iron losses. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a detailed analysis of the physical phenomena 

involved during the flux-decay test has been reported. 

Experimental results obtained on a squirrel-cage induction 

motor rated 15 kW have shown that the rotor time constant 

significantly changes during the flux-decay transient due to 

several electromagnetic phenomena like magnetic saturation of 

the machine’s lamination and stator iron losses. Therefore, this 

paper has provided the guidelines to correctly elaborate the 

results of the flux decay test, allowing an accurate evaluation of 

the rotor time constant. Moreover, a comparison between the 

rotor time constant value obtained from the proposed analysis 

with that obtained from the elaboration of the conventional no-

load and locked rotor tests has been performed. According to 

the experimental results, the rotor time constant obtained by 

performing the flux decay test can be considered the most 

accurate value because it represents the actual working 

condition of the machine. In contrast, the results obtained from 

the locked-rotor test are strictly affected by the skin effect 

phenomenon, making it necessary to perform this test at a 

supply frequency near the rated slip frequency of the motor. In 

addition, it is highlighted that the execution of the flux decay 

test allows obtaining a rotor time constant value corresponding 

to the actual rotor temperature. Thus, without needing any 

manipulation toward the temperature-rescaling, as for the no-

load and locked-rotor test results. 

In conclusion,  the contributions of this paper to the existing 

literature are summarized as follows. 

1) Provide a detailed analysis of the electromagnetic 

phenomena involved during the flux decay test. 

2) Provide the guidelines for correctly elaborating the flux 

decay test results. Hence, obtaining an accurate value of 

the rotor time constant to be used for the implementation 

of torque control algorithms of the machine. 

APPENDIX 

TABLE V lists the rated data of the motor used for the 

experimental tests, whose view is shown in Fig. 15. The rotor 

slots of the machine are shown in Fig. 16, where it is noted how 

they are closed with an “umbrella” shape. 

TABLE V. RATED DATA OF THE MOTOR UNDER TEST 

Rated Power 15 kW 

Number of Poles 4 

Rated Speed 1440 r/m 

Rated Voltage 380 V 

Rated Current 32.5 A 

Rated Frequency 50 Hz 

 

 

Fig. 15. View of the motor under test. 

 
Fig. 16. Section or the rotor slots of the motor under test. 
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